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The transformation of India’s public equity markets through widespread digital adoption 

One of the challenges with being an equity investor is discerning between blips and paradigm shifts. 
Over the last thirty years, we've seen many fads with plenty of fanfare sucking in capital that was 
ultimately destroyed. FOMO has burnt many fingers. On the flipside, transformations such as India's 
IT outsourcing boom in the early 2000s, have been events facilitating genuine supernormal value 
creation. Our job as risk-takers is to use our research process to avoid hype whilst being alert for new-
normals, that could both dramatically hurt the business models of companies within our existing 
portfolios and create new opportunities for reward.  

What’s changed? 

When a country of the size of India sees its broadband internet users nearly triple in four years to 800 
million it makes sense for us as investors to reappraise the opportunity set. This note is the first of two 
on the impact of digitalisation of India on its public equity markets. It will focus on the landscape, what 
it might mean for stock-pickers and how we approach new-age businesses (Spoiler alert – it's similar 
to our approach to all other businesses). The second note will address how our Portfolio strategy is 
focusing on businesses benefiting from the mainstreaming of digitialisation.  

As mentioned above, there are 800 million internet users today. This is because the cost of data (20 
cents per gigabyte per month) is next to nothing, and smartphones are affordable (the cheapest costs 
$50 in India). Digital infrastructure investment from companies such as Jio, Amazon, Uber, Walmart-
owned Flipkart, Google, and a plethora of domestic names with extensive private capital funding has 
been ongoing for many years now to the extent that a thriving e-commerce ecosystem is now a reality. 
The pandemic has also supercharged digital adoption.  

We believe that India's Northern neighbour China provides a useful yardstick on what may transpire. 
China crossed the ~$2,500 per capita income threshold required for consumption spending to J-curve 
in 2006-7. This was the Digital break-out moment for China, and this is where India is now. What's 
encouraging is that the number of internet users in India is fast catching up. This can have a knock-on 
acceleration of online shopping where India is still behind the China of 2012. One can argue that 
extrapolating China's trajectory onto India's current position may result in underestimation. Indeed, 
thanks to cheap access to the internet and network effects from its growing e-commerce platform, 
India's online shopper base is expected to rise from ~150 million in CY21 to ~350 million by 2025 
(versus China's existing base of ~800mn). This substantiates the premise that India's digital 
consumption is expected to grow at a CAGR of ~25%, a 10x change in ten years.  

In addition, we are seeing entrepreneurs increasingly focus on remote towns and cities whilst 
innovating with voice and visual search technology to enable consumers to access interfaces in their 
regional dialects. This is broadening the user-base, two-thirds of which is digital native (i.e., young 
enough to not be terrified by a touch-screen device). For those who are slower to adopt technology 
to service their everyday needs, COVID-19 has hastened their desire to learn. 

What this means for equities 

This 'mainstreaming' of digitalisation will have a profound impact on India's public equity markets. 
Currently, new-age businesses already listed in public markets add up to a market cap of ~US$70bn. 
Over the next few years, we could potentially see another US$250-300bn of market cap (at current 
business value) added with incoming IPOs, compared with India's current market cap of ~US$3.5 
trillion. 



 
 

These new-age businesses typically have a very high free float. A low free float has historically been a 
limitation for an increase in India's weightage in global indices which are mainly based on the free-
float adjusted market capitalisation of a country.  

Figure 1: MSCI weights – India v/s China                            Figure 2: China markets evolution  

 
 

Source: Bloomberg 

As you can see in Figure 1, In December 2000, India had a slightly larger weight than China in MSCI's 
Emerging Market Index (7.5% vs 6.5%). China's presence in that benchmark has grown sevenfold 
whilst India's has remained static. Figure 2 explains, in part why this has happened with 35% of the 
Chinese Index being constituted of technology-enabled companies in the Top 20 itself.   

Thus, as more of the new-age businesses get listed in public markets in the next few years, India's 
free-float market capitalisation will rise and with it its representation in global indices.  As India gets 
'Too big to ignore', we will see global investors increasingly making a dedicated country allocation to 
India rather than as a part of an emerging market basket. 

Participants in public markets will also need to consider how to evaluate 'high growth' tech-first 
companies whilst not losing sight of the transformation of legacy business models from the incumbent 
market players. 

Evaluating 'new age' business models 

To begin with, it is Important to “de-glamourise” these businesses. More particularly relevant to India, 
most of these businesses are 'convenience' transaction platforms selling goods and services (see the 
Appendix for a snapshot). It is just that they use digital technology to carry out their business.  

Figures 3 and 4 provide an illustrative 'conceptual' framework to compare digital and conventional 
companies.   
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Figure 3: Conventional businesses                                            Figure 4: Digital/E-commerce businesses  

 
 

Source: Ocean Dial Research 

Conventional businesses tend to have a specific project implementation period followed by sales 
income and profits. Unlike this, digital companies are capital-light and usually earn sales income as 
they start the business. Initial years involve building scale in the industry by acquiring customers and 
changing consumer habits. Cash losses are thus inevitable and are essential for the buildout of the 
business. The same set of parameters needs to be used to analyze them as we do for conventional 
firms: the size of the opportunity, competitive landscape, operational excellence, corporate 
governance, unit economics, and path to profitability.  

As always, it Is key to ask what problem is the business solving?  In this context, there are two 
important aspects that we think public market participants need to account for: 

 Is new demand being created by the new-age business in question? Is there an expansion of 
economic activity or is there just a redistribution of demand from an offline channel to an 
online channel? For example we believe food delivery companies such as Zomato are creating 
new demand. Previously family dining was dominated by two options, cook and eat food at 
home or as a rarity, visit a restaurant. Zomato is making it convenient to consume out-of-
home food at home without the need for stepping into a restaurant. We think businesses that 
are creating 'new' demand can have substantial economic advantages and growth.  

 Is the business 'accelerating' demand and/or fulfilling erstwhile 'unsatiated' demand. For 
instance in the Beauty and Personal care markets, Nykaa has successfully provided a wide 
variety of product assortments of up to 200,000 SKUs. This is simply not possible at scale with 
bricks and mortar retail. This alongside reach into India’s hinterland with over 60% of its 
business is from Tier 2 and 3 towns, creates a powerful combination. 

Quite obviously, it is important to examine whether the business is a dominant player or not. This is 
more crucial in this new age winner takes all space as the ability to 'burn' cash is dependent on the 
continued availability of funding.  

How to Value them?  

There is much debate about the inability to use relative valuation metrics such as P/E or EV/EBITDA in 
the absence of profits, to value these businesses. We think this debate is avoidable.  The value of any 
business is always the present value of future cash flows expected from the business. Relative 
valuation measures such as P/E, EV/EBITDA, or Price to Sales are all mere approximations of the DCF 



 
 

and are in vogue for their ease of use. In any case, near-term relative valuations will always be 
misleading and optically high in these businesses as they have yet to reach a steady state. They are 
still in a high growth phase, and all benefits are back-ended. 

To support this argument, we show in Figure 5 below, the Free Cash Flow (FCF) profile of two 
hypothetical companies: Boring old Business Ltd (BB) and Shiny New Tech Play Ltd. (SNTP).  Both are 
assumed to have the same business valuation based on the present value of future cash flows. Based 
on this, BB gets a relative valuation of 30X P/E while SNTP has no such relative valuation measure to 
express based on the near term due to losses.  

Figure 5: Hypothetical FCF profile of a conventional and new age business  

 
Source: Ocean Dial Research 

Due to the absence of profits in the immediate term, the risk of overvaluation is always there in such 
businesses. Thus, our preference is to use a Reverse DCF analysis. It allows us to gauge embedded 
expectations in the current share price regarding specific critical parameters in the future.  For 
example, if the current share price were the 'true' value of Zomato, then what is the embedded 
expectation in terms of annual growth of its Monthly Transacting Users (MTU) over the next few 
years?  If the embedded expectation of growth is lower compared with actual expectations, then the 
company is undervalued and vice versa. 

Digital transformation of Conventional businesses 

More than the listing of new-age businesses, we think there will be significant investment 
opportunities in conventional businesses due to their digital transformation.  

Digital adoption has moved from "nice to have" to "must-have". Conventional approaches are too 
linear and static whereas technology gives management teams a competitive advantage from 
feedback loops through data for improving supply chains, operating costs, and customer engagement. 
See Figure 6 below.  
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Figure 6: Digital feedback loops for conventional businesses 

 
Source: UNCTAD Digital Economy Report, 2019 

Digitalisation allows companies to create new value and experiences that provide differentiation and 
a competitive edge. 

Conventional businesses are keen not to lose their hard-fought membership of the status quo to 
disruptors with India's prominent business houses such as Reliance Industries and Tata Group as the 
best examples of this. Online channels are now complementing conventional channels to provide an 
'omni-channel' experience for demand-fulfilment. Many incumbent brands have also introduced 
online first brands to get customer feedback before introducing them into the offline market. Online 
sales are already at high single digits for many consumer companies. As the 2000 tech bubble taught 
us, we mustn't obsess with internet companies. Public equity market participants will increasingly 
have to consider the digital strategies of conventional businesses as well in their analysis.   

Conclusion 

Change in market structure, new business models, the transformation of conventional business 
models, and updated valuation frameworks are some of the factors which Indian public market 
investors will need to consider. Hype exists around both temporary blips and paradigm shifts. The 
danger of capital loss is greater when we ignore sound investment principles even when the hype 
around the macro story is justified. Our next note will dive into greater details into how our portfolio 
strategy is focusing on businesses benefiting from changes of this magnitude. 

Tridib Pathak 

Principal Adviser, Gateway to India Fund 

  



 
 

 
Appendix : E-commerce Platforms, some examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Regulatory Information 

This document and any related documentation provided herewith (this “Document”) is given on a confidential 
basis for informational purposes only and does not constitute the provision of investment advice.  In addition, the 
information in this Document does not convey an offer of any type and is not intended to be, and should not be 
construed as, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any interest in the Gateway to India Fund or 
India Capital Growth Fund (each a “Fund” and collectively, the “Funds”). The Fund is not a non-mainstream 
pooled investment pursuant to the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. In any case, this presentation does 
not constitute “marketing” in the UK pursuant to the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Regulation 2013. 
Any such offer or solicitation may be made only pursuant to the prospectus, key investor information document 
and relevant supplement of each Fund (the “Prospectus”) and not on the basis of the information contained in this 
Document.  This Document is qualified in its entirety by the relevant Prospectus.  In the case of any inconsistency 
between the descriptions or terms in this Document and the Prospectus relating to a Fund, the Prospectus shall 
control.  Nothing herein shall imply that information contained herein is correct as of any time subsequent to the 
date of this Document. The information in this Document does not constitute or contain an offer or invitation for 
the sale or purchase of any shares in any Fund in any jurisdiction, is not intended to form the basis of any 
investment decision, does not constitute any recommendation by any Fund, its directors, agents or advisers, is 
unaudited and provided for information purposes only and may include information from third party sources 
which has not been independently verified. Interests in the Funds have not been and will not be registered under 
any securities laws of the United States of America or its territories or possessions or areas subject to its jurisdiction, 
and may not be offered for sale or sold to nationals or residents thereof except pursuant to an exemption from the 
registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and any applicable 
state laws. In addition, none of the Funds is and nor will be registered as an investment company under the U.S. 
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. This Document is not intended for public use or distribution. It is 
the responsibility of every person reading this Document to satisfy themselves as to the full observance of any laws 
of any relevant jurisdiction applicable to such person, including obtaining any governmental or other consent 
which may be required or observing any other formality which needs to be observed in such jurisdiction. While 
all reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this Document and all the information prepared in this 
Document is believed to be accurate, no warranty is given on the accuracy of the information contained herein, nor 
is any responsibility or liability accepted for any errors of fact or any opinions expressed herein.  

This Document may include indications of past performance of certain investments or asset classes. All 
performance information contained herein relates to the activities of each Fund as a whole. Information presented 
may not take into account (i) variations in fees, investment restrictions or other differences between various classes 
of interests, (ii) the impact of any contractual arrangements between a Fund and an investor and (iii) the impact of 
the timing of subscriptions and redemptions.  As a result, the information may not reflect actual performance for 
any specific investor. Rather, the information is intended to provide investors with generalized performance and 
exposure statistics for each Fund. All information provided herein is for informational purposes only and should 
not be deemed as a recommendation to buy or sell the securities referred to herein. All performance results are 
calculated net of all fees and expenses, including an investment management fee and, where applicable, a 
performance fee, and assume the reinvestment of all capital gains, interest, dividends and other earnings, and 
should not be regarded as final until audited financial statements are issued covering the period shown. Current 
performance may be lower or higher than performance quoted. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of and 
is no guarantee of future results. Investment returns may fluctuate with market conditions and every investment 
has the potential for loss as well as profit. The value of investments may fall as well as rise and investors in the 
Fund may not get back the amount invested. Emerging market equities can be more volatile than those of 
developed markets and equities in general are more volatile than bonds and cash. The value of an investment in a 
Fund may go down as well as up and there is no guarantee that an investor will get back the amount that they 
invested. Currency movements may also have an adverse effect on the capital value of your investment. As a 
consequence, your capital may be at risk. Investing in a country specific fund may be less liquid and more volatile 
than investing in a diversified fund in the developed markets. The Funds may use derivatives (financial 
instruments whose value is linked to the expected price movements of an underlying asset) for investment 
purposes and the objective of protecting of the value of the Fund, including taking long and short positions, and 
may use borrowing from time to time. The use of derivatives in this manner may have the effect of increasing the 
overall risk profile of a Fund. The Fund invests in assets that may at times be hard to sell. This means that there 
may be occasions when you experience a delay or receive less than you might otherwise expect when selling your 
investment. For more information on risks, see the Prospectus and key investor information document. 



 
 

The Funds should be seen as long term investments and you should read the Prospectus, paying particular 
attention to the risk factors section, before making an investment. This Document may include case studies. Such 
studies express no views as to the suitability of the products or strategies described herein for the reader of this 
Document or to the individual circumstances of such reader or otherwise. Returns may fluctuate with market 
conditions and every investment or strategy has the potential for loss as well as profit. Where reference to a specific 
class of security is made, it is for illustrative purposes only and should not be regarded as a recommendation to 
buy or sell that security. Market index information shown herein such as that of the S&P BSE 500 and S&P BSE 
Mid Cap Total Return Index is included to show relative market performance for the periods indicated and not as 
standards of comparison, since indices are unmanaged, broadly based and differ in numerous respects from the 
Fund. Any comparisons to an index or benchmark are provided solely as a convenience to investors.  The Funds 
are not intended to track any index, and may hold positions which are not contained within the index shown.  The 
volatility and risk associated with an investment in any Fund may differ materially from the volatility and risk 
associated with an investment in the index shown.  This Document is issued by Ocean Dial Asset Management 
Limited and views expressed in this document reflect the views of Ocean Dial Asset Management Limited and its 
Mumbai based affiliated company and adviser, Ocean Dial Asset Management India Private Limited as at the date 
of publication. Comments on individual sectors and companies also reflect those views as at that date. Subsequent 
events may cause such views to change. It may contain forward-looking statements, which can be identified by 
words like “anticipate,” “intend,” “believe,” “plan,” “hope,” “goal,” “initiative,” “expect,” “future,” “intend,” 
“will,” “could” and “should” and by similar expressions, in reliance upon certain “safe harbour” provisions of 
applicable securities laws. Other information herein, including any estimated, targeted or assumed information, 
may also be deemed to be, or to contain, forward-looking statements. Prospective investors should not place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements as this information is subject to various risks and uncertainties. Forward-
looking statements are necessarily speculative in nature, and it can be expected that some or all of the assumptions 
underlying any forward-looking statements will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results for 
many reasons. Variations of assumptions and results may be material. This information is for the use of recipients 
only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or copied in whole or in part without the express consent of Ocean 
Dial Asset Management Limited. Ocean Dial Asset Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. Registered office 13/14 Buckingham Street, London WC2N 
6DF. The Fund is not a non-mainstream pooled investment pursuant to the rules of the Financial Conduct 
Authority. 

 


